This paper presents a scalable multiple camera collaboration strategy for active tracking applications in large areas. The proposed approach is based on distributed mechanism but emulates the master-slave mechanism. The master and slave cameras are not designated but adaptively determined depending on the object dynamic and density distribution. Moreover, the number of cameras emulating the master is not fixed. The collaboration among the cameras utilizes global and local sectors in which the visual correspondences among different cameras are determined. The proposed method combines the local information to construct the global information for emulating the master-slave operations. Based on the global information, the load balancing of active tracking operations is performed to maximize active tracking coverage of the highly dynamic objects. The dynamics of all objects visible in the local camera views are estimated for effective coverage scheduling of the cameras. The active tracking synchronization timing information is chosen to maximize the overall monitoring time for general surveillance operations while minimizing the active tracking miss. The real-time simulation result demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method
Introduction
Multiple cameras are incorporated into the sensor networks to visually monitor the objects in many areas such as airports and industrial complexes for public safety purposes [1, 2] . However, due to the orientation of the visual coverage and the distance between the camera and the objects, the limited resolution images of the objects are often obtained from the detection. Because of such limitation, many post-processing such as face recognition and object trajectory analysis are not effective in many surveillance systems. Hence, it is highly desirable to obtain high resolution images of all objects for effective surveillance.
To avoid generation of the limited resolution images of objects, many works on active tracking the objects with a single camera have been proposed [3] [4] [5] . The active tracking selects an object and provides high resolution image by zooming and panning into the object. This process is repeated for all objects visibly detected by the camera. Since the objects are highly dynamic within the visual coverage area, most of the prior works on active tracking utilizing single camera were focused on coping with the slow panning and zooming speeds of the cameras to minimize miss-tracking when the objects are densely populated. Moreover, due to the limited visual coverage of the camera, the active tracking system with single camera is not suitable for large area applications. To improve the active tracking coverage, many of these active tracking systems have been extended to incorporate multiple cameras [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
In the active tracking systems employing multiple cameras, the master-slave approach is often utilized where the master camera covers the entire area for the object detection, then the slave cameras perform active tracking based on the priority-based or the round-robin based scheduling [9, [11] [12] [13] . With the master-slave approach, the process of the camera scheduling and their coordination is straightforward but scalability of the system is not easily achieved without having multiple master cameras since one master camera cannot visually cover the large area.
Hence, the distributed approach is preferable to maximize the camera utilization and achieve scalability of the system. In the distributed approach, there is no designation for the master camera and the slave cameras. Each camera can be either the master or the slave. In addition, the number of the master or the slave cameras dynamically changes depending on the object dynamics and the object density distributions. However, the distributed approach has loose coordination among the cameras. Thus, the information of overall correspondence of the detected objects by the individual camera is necessary in order to minimize the redundant active tracking [14] [15] [16] .
In this paper, a scalable distributed multiple camera collaboration strategy for multiple camera active tracking in a large area is proposed. The proposed approach is based on distributed mechanism but emulates the master-slave mechanism. The master and slave cameras are not designated but adaptively determined depending on the object dynamic and density distribution. The proposed master-slave emulation combines local object profiles to construct the overall global coverage information. The global coverage information utilizes the estimated dynamics of all objects visible by the local cameras where the information is used to select an object for the active tracking. The load balancing of active tracking operations is incorporated into the mechanism to maximizes active tracking coverage of the objects.
The active tracking synchronization timing information is chosen to maximize the overall monitoring time for general surveillance operations while minimizing the active tracking miss. The real-time simulation result demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method. While secure important exchanges between the cameras are important issues, the security issue is not considered in this paper.
The remainder of this paper has four sections. Section 2 presents a basic sector-based scheduling strategy for static objects. The relationship between the mapping and scanning is discussed. Section 3 presents the dynamic scheduling for supporting dynamic objects including the object density fluctuations. Section 4 presents the simulation results for the proposed multiple camera active tracking strategy. Finally, our contribution is summarized in Section 5. Fig. 1 illustrates a situation where the active tracking system using multiple cameras is coping with the density and dynamic of the objects in real-time. The system is composed of multiple cameras, which form a distributed active camera network instead of using one master-slave camera collaboration mode. The master-slave based monitoring is not suitable for the model since multiple cameras must be used to cover entire range wasting the resources. Each camera tracks objects in its observable region and obtains their zoomed image with high resolution to clearly identify the objects. There may exist overlapping areas between different cameras and they cooperate so that they track the objects effectively in short amount of time.
Application Model and Motivation
(a) (b) Fig. 1 . Illustration of a collaborative multiple camera active tracking system to maximize the coverage of the objects. The view angles of the cameras are changed in time to cope with the densities and the dynamics of the objects. (a) At t1 and (b) at t2.
Problem Description and Approach
In the surveillance environment, the object densities and distributions are highly dynamic. Moreover, the PTZ camera translation time is not negligible. The resources must adapt to the object dynamics and efficient estimation of the overall objects is extremely critical for providing the resources to the objects fairly. While, the master-slave approach may obtain the overall dynamics rather easily, in the distributed and time multiplexing of sensors approach, such problem is not trivial and efficient way to obtain the objects dynamics and the scheduling of resources is critical. Fig. 2 illustrates the system configuration of the proposed system. Each camera monitors the overall area as much as possible for normal surveillance operations. Each of the camera alternates between normal state and zoomed state. The process starts with the camera in the normal state. To effectively balance between the active tracking and normal monitoring, the object distribution pattern as well as the dynamics of the objects to be tracked has significant impacts on the active tracking results.
In order to emulate the master-slave method for the distributed approach, the global view of all objects are obtained by combining the local view of individual cameras. The environment is divided into a set of sectors where each sector is mapped to an image of the camera. The image of a camera is also equally divided into multiple rectangular regions. To establish the correspondence between local sectors of multiple cameras, the relationship between the global sectors to the local sectors of the cameras is maintained.
Each camera detects the objects that are visible on their local view. Using the global sector to local sector correspondence, all visible objects are projected to the global view. Based on the global object distribution, the load balancing and active tracking assignments are determined.
The load balancing and active tracking ordering are determined by the object trajectory estimation where the object disappearing early is tracked first. If there are significant changes in object density distribution, a new set of the camera positions are computed and they are placed for minimizing the miss tracking. When the new placements of cameras are computed, the finite translation time of the cameras is taken into consideration where the cameras may not be able to participate in monitoring as well as active tracking during the translation. The proposed system minimizes the miss and redundant tracking while using the overall monitoring coverage factor as the constraint.
Fig. 2.
The functional interaction between the server and the cameras. The camera provides the local view of the object profiles and the server controls the cameras for the active tracking synchronization as well as the coverage. The effects of this redundancy on computation is minimized in the algorithm.
Basic Collaborative Sector Distribution

Global and Local Sector Distribution Strategy
The correspondence between the camera local sectors to the global sectors is established with two data structures. The first data structure maintains the mapping information from the global sector perspective as illustrated in Fig. 5 (a). For each global sector, the corresponding local sectors for each camera position are maintained. Multiple local camera sectors may be mapped to a single global sector (or vice versa). The other data structures maintain the mapping information form the camera local sector perspective as illustrated in Fig. 5 (b). In this data structure, the list of corresponding global grid list is provided for the sector for each camera position. With the mapping table for each camera, the global to local view relationship is clearly specified. Also, by checking which local sectors of different cameras contain the same global sector indices, which means that they cover the same global sectors, the correspondence between different camera views could be easily achieved.
Sector Coverage Solution Selection
As discussed in the previous section, the mapping method generates many possible solutions. Moreover, the mapping method discussed previously does not consider the object distribution and their dynamic. When selecting a mapping solution, the load balancing must be considered at the same time.
The main objective of the load balancing is to distribute the object evenly among the cameras so that the total time it takes to cover the objects is evenly distributed. Fig. 6 illustrates the overall strategy for estimating the objects distribution on the global view by projecting the locally detected objects (for simplicity, the discussion considers the case with perfect projections, that is, the local views have no distortion in terms of global views. This will not affect our algorithms and the results). As shown in the figure, only the objects that are visibly covered by the cameras are considered in the estimation process. Hence, the camera coverage at the time of the estimation is very critical in obtaining the accurate estimation of the object distribution. Each object covered by the camera are projected to the global sector by utilizing the data structure discussed in the previous section. This process is done for all cameras. Once the projected objects are obtained, the load balancing and mapping solution selection can be performed.
Fig. 6.
Estimating the object distribution on global view using projection of the locally detected objects. From the global estimation, the mapping solution as well as load balancing is achieved. 7 illustrates the detection process by the local camera. The number of objects detected by the camera is annotated. After the individual annotation, the number of objects is projected to the global sector using the global-to-local section relationship defined in the previous section. The object distribution is used for the load balancing. These are only the estimation and the degree of accuracy depends on the size of sectors and sector correspondence. Given the placement and the position of the cameras, several possible overlapping scenarios are possible as shown in Fig. 8 . The first case is the daisy-chained coverage configuration. The second case is the multiple-coverage overlapping configuration. The last one is complete enclosure of one coverage view inside of the other. In the most realistic situation, the actual mapping is a combination of these three. Algorithm 1 illustrates the load balancing strategy. Each camera initially selects the objects that
are not covered by the other cameras. The load balancing mechanism divides the shared objects among the cameras and repeats the process until no shared objects are available. Special case is when one camera coverage view is completely enclosed within the other camera coverage view. In this case, all objects detected in the enclosed camera are considered as the objects that can be shared. When selecting the mapping, the balancing must be done simultaneously.
Scanning and Selecting
After load balancing, the system will then perform sector scanning and object selection for active tracking. Each camera scans through their local sectors sequentially. Whenever there is a detected object in a certain sector, the camera selects the object and initiates the zooming process. Since object tracking is not possible during the zooming process, whenever there is a sector with multiple detected objects, the scanning process randomly selects one of the objects and initiates the zooming process. The cameras also keep counters for each sector indicating the number of the objects within the sectors. Each time the camera scans and tracks the sector, the counter for that sector will decrease by one. Since the two objects still have the same probability to be selected during the next scanning iteration, possible missed and redundant detections are likely to occur. The discussion of the single camera scanning and selection strategy can be extended to the case for the multiple cameras from the timing characteristic and the overall coverage perspectives. Fig. 9 illustrates the active tracking collaboration strategies for different start time of the active tracking process. Two key parameters are used in the illustration. The parameter Tmonitor represents the time duration the camera is monitoring the area. And the parameter Ttrack represents the time duration that camera is performing the active tracking all objects assigned to the cameras. The figure assumes that the cameras C1 covers five objects, C2 covers four objects, and C3 cover four objects, respectively. The first strategy illustrates that the camera is sequentially performing the active tracking operation where the number of cameras that are participating in overall monitoring is limited to two in the illustration. The second strategy is suitable when all cameras are performing active tracking operations simultaneously.
Since the cameras are busy with the active tracking operations, the number of cameras covering the area is zero initially but all cameras are available for monitoring when the active tracking is completed. The last strategy combines both strategy where they overlap the monitoring and active tracking during the overall operations.
It is assumed that all the objects assigned to the cameras are actively tracked consecutively once the server signals the camera. However, even though this scheme works well for static objects, main issue with this scheme is that there is no coverage capability by the camera between each active tracking.
Hence overall coordination of each active tracking needs to be controlled by the server. Algorithm 2 illustrates the scanning, selection and tracking strategies under the condition when the object dynamic is slow (i.e., objects stays within the view of each camera for long period). Based on the object distribution profiles and load balancing, the camera selects an object for active track. The object selection is performed by sequentially covering the sectors. If more than one objects are within a sector, an object is randomly chosen.
Complex and Partial Shared Coverages
The effects of the partial coverages are discussed from two perspectives: the mapping and load balancing perspective, and the scanning and tracking perspective. From the mapping perspective, if the sector sizes partially overlap between the local sector of a camera and the global sector, the algorithm considers the global sector map to the local sector if any portion of the sector area overlaps.
The elimination of the redundant sector counting, is carried out during the mapping process. Hence, their relative sizes of the sectors are critical from the load balancing perspective. Fig. 10 illustrates the relationship between the global and local sectors. There are two possible cases depending on the relative sector sizes. Unlike the discussion in the previous section, in realistic situations, one-to-one correspondence between global and local sectors is not possible.
If the size of the global sectors is smaller than the size of local sectors, it is hard to decide which global sector should be assigned. If the same object is detected by another camera, the double counting of the same object is possible (i.e., single object may be estimated as two in the global view). This will create an incorrect load balancing in terms of the number distribution. If the size of the local sector is smaller than the size of the global sector, the double counting problem is not an issue. Thus, the system prefers smaller local sector size. 
Load Balancing and Synchronization
Active Tracking Dynamic Objects
In actual environments, the objects are highly dynamic and the dynamics of the objects visible on the local view have great influence on the coverage solution selection process. This is because that the objects that are currently visible on the local view of a camera may disappear as the time passes even though the object may move with the same speed on the global view. The projected speed on the object on the local view causes the solution selection very difficult. There are many different possible scenarios as illustrated in Fig. 11 . The new objects may enter the local view while some of the objects are exiting. Of the objects that are exiting, some of them may enter the local view of another cameras or leave complete out of the coverage. Fig. 11 . Illustration of the object dynamics on local camera coverage. The objects may enter or exit the local view of the cameras.
The object dynamic issue is illustrated in Fig. 12 . In Fig. 12(a) , three objects move in different direction on the local view where the third object may exit before the first object. The projected speeds of these objects are different depending on the view angle of the camera. In the proposed approach, the parameter tmin,i, for each object i, specifies the minimum time appeared on the local view before the object leaves the coverage view of the camera. These values for each object for each camera are continuously estimated and tabulated by the server. are estimated by the local cameras for all objects and these values are tabulated in the data structure by the server as illustrated in Fig. 12(b) . For effective active tracking of all objects, the cameras must continuously exchange information with the server. Each camera sends the information about the object dynamics such as possible tracking ordering to the server in order to determine the best time to active track an object. This process minimizes the possibility that multiple cameras participate in the active tracking at the same time which reduces the monitoring capability. This is illustrated in Fig. 13 . Three cameras are used in the illustration and each camera has three objects to track. Each object i has its tmin,i has the latest time the object must be tracked before missing the active tracking. If the time is violated, the object will not be active tracked. The server synchronizes each camera with the parameters, Tstart,i signal and Tduration,i for camera i. The first signal indicates that the active tracking process for a particular camera must be initiated. The second parameter indicates the duration of active tracking of all objects for a particular camera. As shown in the figure, each active tracking of an object i must be completed before the tmin,i . Also indicated in the figure, the entire active tracking process of all objects must be completed by Tduration,i for camera i. Within the duration, multiple objects may be tracked.
Collaboration for Remapping of Coverage
When there are the global sectors which are not currently covered by the cameras, the objects in those global sectors will not be considered for the active tracking. In order to provide fairness of the coverage, each global sector has a timer, Tlast,i for global sector i. Initially, the value of Tlast,i = 0. After the overall system process begins, the value of Tlast will increase in time. The larger value of Tlast implies that the sectors have not been covered for that duration. Depending on the application scenario, Tlast, max must be specified.
The server maintains the global sector coverage status including the last time the sector was covered as well as the current coverage. Based on this status information, the server may need to remap the global view for coverage. The remapping is necessary to cover the areas, which are not currently being monitored. If a camera completes the active tracking of all objects, then the camera is free to be allocated. If the coverage of some of the global sectors exceeds Tlast, max, the remapping is performed. If remapping requires the camera currently not completed with the active tracking (i.e., some of the objects are not covered), then the remapping considers these uncovered objects during remapping. After the remapping, one of the issues that may arise is that the remapped cameras may try to track the same objects, which were tracked previously by the same camera or the other cameras. To avoid this redundancy, the server maintains the covered global sectors. This implies that whenever the camera performs the active tracking, the server maintains the sector so that the objects in those sectors will tend to have lower priority during load balancing.
As shown in the Fig. 14(a) , the camera locally processes the object detection and sends the object local sector positions and the timing information to the server. After the load balancing is completed and maintains the order, the camera waits for the active tacking synchronization signal from the server. Each time the active tracking is performed, the tracked object information is sent to the server. Algorithm 3 summarizes the camera process algorithm.
On the other hand, Fig. 14(b) illustrates the server interacting with the multiple cameras for generating synchronization signals for active tracking. The server maintains the global coverage as much as possible. By updated status information, the server may dynamically perform the load balancing. In case the remapping is necessary, the server generates new placement schedule to cover the previously uncovered areas. Algorithm 3 summarizes the server process algorithm. Multiple cameras with PTZ capability and the finite active tracking time Ttrack,min are assumed in the evaluation. Their placements are selected to create coverage overlap. The densities and dynamics of multiple objects are also varied to illustrate their effects on the active tracking performance. The performances are measured in terms of redundant tracking and miss tracking given overall coverage time constraint Tall,min. The overall coverage time constraint indicates that during the active tracking collaboration, the minimum amount of time that all cameras must cover the entire area at the same time must be larger than Tall,min. The object density and diffusion distribution are illustrated in Fig. 16 . Maximum total number of objects used in the setup is set to 50.
Evaluation and Analysis
Simulation Setup
Effects of Normal Coverage Constraints
In this section, the performance of active tracking and coverage with coverage constraints are evaluated and analyzed. In the simulation, the camera active tracking translation time is set to 0.5 seconds and the minimum camera normal monitoring time is set to 2 seconds. Fig. 17 illustrates the active tracking behaviors for two different types of synchronization: asynchronous and synchronous. In the asynchronous, each camera determines which object to track based on the synchronization generated by the server. The active tracking timing is illustrated in Fig. 17(a) . As shown in the figure, high level of overall normal coverage is maintained. The average coverage is illustrated in Fig. 17(b) .
On the other hand, in the synchronous active tracking, all cameras initiate active tracking at the same time and its active tracking behavior is illustrated in Fig. 17(c) . Note that the active tracking process for all cameras starts at the same time while the number of objects are varied. For synchronous scheme where all cameras perform active track at the same time, the average coverage is higher but the temporary coverage steeply drops at times. While multiple low temporary coverage durations are presented, the average coverage is slightly better in the synchronous case. 
Rescheduling and Collaboration with Limited Cameras
In this section, the tracking performance is evaluated with the limited number of cameras. Each camera has three coverage positions and the position is selected by the proposed algorithm. The camera placement is given such that the overall area cannot be simultaneously covered with the given set of cameras at any given time. To cover the entire area with the limited set of cameras, the area should not be left uncovered more than the minimum time for coverage, Tmtc. 18 illustrates the overall active tracking performance with the cameras that are positioned at 1 and 3. Each point in the figure represents an object. The x-coordinate indicates the time the corresponding object left the area and the y-coordinate indicates the number of time the object was selected and tracked. As shown in the figure, as the objects stay longer period within the area, redundant active tracking is evident. As for the objects that stay within the area for shorter duration of time, there is a high chance that the active tracking may not occur. Because of the object distribution, many objects are missed due to short staying time. Note that the shorter value of Tmtc generates a fewer miss active tracking but more redundant active tracking. A similar evaluation is done with different set of camera positions as illustrated in Fig. 19 . Since the objects trajectories are diffused from one entering location, the active tracking performance depends on the camera locations. Fig. 20(a) illustrates the cumulative tracking probability where the cameras are positioned at 2 and 4.
In the evaluation, the values of Tmtc are 8, 16, 24, 32 seconds and the translation speed of the cameras is 0.5 seconds. The cumulative probability is represented as a percentage, which depends on the amount of time the objects stayed within the area as well as the camera positions. Since the objects were diffused from one location, the performance depends on the camera position. In Fig. 20 , 100% cumulative tracking probability is not possible since some of the object which entered with very short staying time is permanently missed by the system. This figure indicates that the smaller value of Tmtc produces the lower the miss tracking. Fig. 20(b) illustrates the same evaluation with the faster translation time, 0.25 seconds. When the cameras are limited, the performance with the faster translation camera is highly desirable. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a scalable multiple camera collaboration strategy for active tracking applications for large areas is proposed. The proposed method emulates the master-slave operation using multiple distributed cameras. The master and slave cameras are not designated but adaptively determined depending on the object density and distribution. Moreover, the number of cameras emulating the master is not fixed. Each camera maintains its own local information and the server combines the local information to construct the global information for optimum active tracking performance. Based on the global information, the number of active tracking operations are evenly distributed among cameras to maximizes active tracking of the dynamic objects. The dynamics of all objects visible in the local camera views are estimated for effective coverage scheduling of the cameras. The active tracking synchronization timing information is chosen to maximize the overall monitoring time for general surveillance operations while minimizing the active tracking miss. The performance of the proposed mechanism is evaluated with a densely populated situation. It is also demonstrated that faster translation time of the cameras greatly influences the overall active tracking performance.
